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1. 1936/* 1990 IN ARGENTINA 
I. J. Power reactors. 

Argentina has continued concentrating its capacities in the 
area of power reactors in the natural uranium fuelled ana D20 
cooled ana moderated pressurized neavy water reactors (PHURS). 
The Cooisi6n Nacional oe Energia Atomica (CNEA) operates 
commercially two nuclear power plants (NPP>; 

- since June 1974, Central Nuclear Atucna I (CNAI). 
335nwe net (pressure uessel. Siemens) and 

- since November 1963. Central Nuclear Embalse (CNE>. 
60onue net (pressure tubes. AECL>. 

The third PHUR is only about 68* completed: 
- scheduled for commercial operation in 199S (1). Central 

Nuclear Atucf-a I I ( C N A I I ) . e<J2nue net (pressure vessel, 
ENACE - a joint venture of CNEA and KUU). 

A fourth PHUR to be installed later, witn type and location 
selection at present in progress, is included in the National 
Electric Power Plan. 
In addition, current electric power demand projections support 
an important increase in the nuclear generation capacity before 
20lO. even with optimistic hypothesis about hydroelectric power 
developments and with moderate growth rates. Ano such increase 
would occur with PHUR* according to the approved policies. 

1.2, Orientation of efforts. 
The attainment of an intensive use of the available . 
intellectual capabilities continues being one of the most 
widespread concerns in Argentina, only cnallenged Oy minds 
influenced t>y snortsighted interests. 
In practice, economical conditions have not always been 
suitable to progress in that direction. But the particular 
degree of continuity observed in the peaceful applications of 
nuclear technologies nas favoured the development of this 
specific field. And it is worth preserving tnis achievement as 
a national asset. 
Within the area of nuclear power, many small steps -whether 
with appreciable practical end products or not- built up an 
increasingly active role for CNEA. The examples presented in 
JUGATUR'2-2 <|988> illuminate this point within a variety 
of tasks of the engineering groups, aimed to improve the 
operation and the safety of the NPPs with analysis of design 
modifications, of perfcmance and of significant events; with 
assistance during scheduled outages, for fuel handling or for 
other operation activities: ana with the development of better 
analysis tools. 

In this overall context, the local participation in the CNAI 
project was litniteo to the construction ana the operation; in 
CNC. it was extended to the mounting, plus detailed design *na 
in cases the basic engineering of some secondary systems; in 
CNAII, it includes much 3f the basic and detailed engineering. 
So. the fourth PHUR as a project will play a fundamental role 
in completing ano consolidating the local captbilities >r. many 
areas of technology development, conceptual jri Dasic 
engineering, and material and component production. 
It is expected that the reactor type finaiiy selected for the 
fourth PHUR will be the most adequate for the ones to follow. 
Sucn circumstance would provide a sound basis for longer term 
planning in research and development, engineering and 
production, with improved assignment cf the limited Argentine 
resources of all sorts: human, economic and industrial. Also, 
tn increased local participation in future PHUR projects will 
be favoured. 
But this is not all. The Increasingly active role Of CNEA 
rendered another by-product during 1986/1990: it was 
determinant for allowing both the decision and the integral 
management of tne recuperation of the seriously damaged CNAJ as 
described in this report. 
A final aspect to point out is that the nuclear development and 
construction plans nave been delayed even more than in other 
countries due to the economic and financial restrictions 
referred in 2.4.1. And that, in view of the critically 
unsufficient generating capacity available for the national 
interconnected electrical network, resources were concentrated 
in actions aimed to increase tne availability of CNC, which 
reached 86.93* for 1988, 87.88* for 1989 and a world-scale 
remarkable 95.33k for 1990. This last one. combined witn a 
59.73* for CNAI amidst its recuperation process, resulted for 
1990 in a 16.47% of tne electric energy generated by the 
nuclear sector, which only accounted for 7.77* of tne installed 
power <11. 

>-3- Recusation of a seriously damaged NPP. 
CNAI, the earliest NPP owned and operated Oy CNEA, suffered an 
operating incident in August 1986. As a result, serious damages 
were oetected in the fuel coolant channels and other reactor 
internals. Tne difficulties involved in the diagnosis ana 
repair activities were successfully overcome t>y applying all 
available capacities, nucn of tne nuclear manpower of Argentina 
was engaged in the many original tasks involved, and in twenty 
three months CNAI could be safely brought back to full power. 

1.4. Other work. 
Other work reported by CNACE includes tne conceptual design of 
an additional heat sink for pressurized water reactors <f»uRs>, 
a feasibility analysis of the Co-60 production in pressure 
vessel PHuRs and a study of severe postulated accidents for its 
proposed 380 riue also pressure uessel PHUR. 



I 2. WEPOIP. MOWK MT CNMI 
2.1. The ld»e. 
2.1.1 C*MI (2> had a satisfactory performance: along M years in 

operation since 1974 it supplied 31.OSS GUn (3). 
2.1.2 CMAI is based on a pressure vessel PHWR (4> (cf. fig. !>• 020 

Moderateo and cooled, with 253 natural U02 fuel elements. Each 
of tnese gathers 36 fuel rods 5.3 • long and is loaded in a 
separate, vertical coolant channel -belonging to the neat 
transport system- submerged in the Moderator tank; this, in 
turn, is enclosed in the 470 rtg. 22 NinoCr 3? ferritic steel 
pressure vessel (5). The coolant channels can be accessed 
througn the pressure vessel lid. as an average of 1.3 fuel 
eleaents per full power day *r» refuelled on power; the average 
discharge burn up is over 6300 nuotigu. 

2.1.3 The Moderator (with heat exchangers) and priaary heat transport 
<with steaa generators) forced circulation systeas are separate 
<cf. fig. 2>. This allows this particular reactor to operate 
with the aoderator at a roughly 100 K lower teaperature than 
the coolant, even if a direct connection downstreaa the coolant 
channels equalizes tneir pressures to a noamal t.. 15 nPa abs. 
Heating of the Moderator by the coolant through separating 
Metallic M U « is hindered by ad hoc tnerMal insulation inside 
tne Moderator tank: 
- two I MM thick successive stainless steel plates create a two 

layer stagnant Moderator blanket adjacent to the cylindrical 
tank wall: 

- one O.i plus one 0.2 MM thick successive zircaloy-4 foils 
originate a sieilar effect along the 1.73 MM thick (also 
zircaloy-4) wan of the coolant channel tubes. 

2.1.4 The coolant flows upwards in the 10.26? * long. 10? aa ID 
coolant channel; its inlet nozzle fits with an about 0.125 MM 
diaaeter clearaitce into a sleeve in tne Moderator tank bottom, 
just above the lower plenua of the heat transport systea. A 
relative vertical Moveeent is hence allowed between channel and 
Moderator tank, so to pereit differential tnerMal expansion and 
irradiation growth as no such play is possible at tne upper 
end. But a practical consequence of sucn loose fitting is a 
leak of coolant froa the reactor lower plenua into the 
Moderator tank botto* due to tne about 0.7 MP* ig> overpressure 
existing upstreae the coolant channels; sucn a leak is 
estiMated to aaount 35 kg/'s for the whole reactor (6). that 
accumulates to an average of 40.0O0 M3 per channel sleeve since 
1974 (7). 
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L.1.5 Finally, wi tn regard To tne scop a of thi* presentat ion. tne 
wooer*tor tank also encloses: 
- tna 29 neutron jtttorofr control roos lodged in slanting guide 

tubes: 
- tna inlet cloweri and outlet (upper) moderator distribution 
p>r far< t*d toroias; 

- tne 6 guide lubes for as many I>2P leuel measuring devices 
<cf. fig. 3). 6 « long, aoout 51 •» Oiameter, with a A mm 
tnicK i<realoy-« wall, and fitted witn no Play to tne 
moderator tan* top. out witn a nozzle • sleeue •ounting to 
tn*: ootto*. litre tne coolant channels. 

2.2. The wuQust 1986 incioent. 
2.2.1 On August is. 1988, tne reactor was snut oown manually ano 

Oriuen to cola *n.ut Oown. low coolant level condition, due to 
observation* wnicn could be linked witn failure of tne coolant 
cnannel »06 (cf. fig. 3): 
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a) Slight increase of moderator tM»tr»tur». 
b> Four days earlier, a shut down originated by J negative 

reactivity insertion; this in turn was later verified to oe 
caused -via the negative reactivity coefficient- by a 
localized Moderator temperature increase, resulting fro* a 
sizable leak of coolant into the Moderator tank. 

c) Fluctuations in an ex-core flux detector close to R06. 
d> Increased overall gamma activity in the coolant (no routine 

individual channel measurements were possible, cf. 2.6.3). 
e» Visual inspection in the spent fuel bay showed serious 

fretting damage in the fuel discharged botn on August 6 and 
15 from R06. including loss of the lower aaout 80 cm of the 
latter <e>. 

2.2.2 There was no radioactive eaterial release and nobody was 
injured. 

2.2.3 This type of failure had not been considered originally as a 
design basis event. 

2.3. Inspections to diagnose. 
2.3.1 TCI exploration into the aioderatar tank revealed serious damages 

<cf. 2.1.2 to 2.1.S and fig. 1 and 3) such as: 
a> Coolant channel f*0€ broken; the lower 2 meters (divided in 

at least three pieces) lying down on the bottom of the tank, 
together with -some of them in the lower plenum- fragments 
of the fuel element (cladding and pellets), remainings of 
insulation plates and foils, and other loose parts. 

b) R06 nozzle out of its position. 
c) Perforations in the neighboring channel 005. 
d> Neighboring guide tube JOS (of a D20 level measuring device) 

loose, out of its position and broken, lacking upper and 
lower portions. 

e> Guide tubes uoi. U02 and UOS bent, 
fi Coolant channels N02. N04. J26. C26. H23 and H27 also bent 

and with tne nozzles stuck into their guide sleeves. 
g) Insulation foils damaged in many channels, 
h) Damage in the upper and lower moderator distribution* 

toroids. 
i) 10* of the surface of the moderator tank insulation plates 

damaged. 
j) Interference of control rod guide tubes with the mid-height 

portion of the neighboring coolant channels. 
2.3.2 Tnere is general agreement that tne starting event was the 

failure either of tne guide tube 1403. or of the coolant channel 
ROfc tube -each followed by mechanical work on each other-, or 
of both. 
This is in line with several symptoms that were not correctly 
understood at the time of their occurrence: 
- a D20 level measuring device (cf. 2.1.5 in fine) failed in 

1963: 
- this device was withdrawn in 1987 and deposited in a decay 
pool without realizing that it was sectioned: 

- the moderator circuit average temperature was above normal; 
- a slight increase in fuel consumption was observed. 

mt the present time there is under way -but not complete- a 
study to determine which one is likely to nave broken first, 
and if that really happened as a result of its nozzle having 
become stuck into its guide sleeve, eventually due to crud 
accumulated Oy the leak described at 2.1.4 in fine. 
The results of this study might be enlightening about 
specifications required in the design of hydraulic -.ystems for 
performing under conditions comparable to this one. 

3.3 Tne inspections to diagnose demanded five months. They covered 
95* of the moderator tank bottom surface and 100* of its 
cylindrical wall. Due to tne elaborated procedures they 
required, 'they should be considered the first step of the 
repair program. 

3.4 The removal of the pr».iuc« vessel lid was soon discaroeo because it could not be perfo-med in a reasonable term with the 
tools and devices available. So. all the inspection and repair 
activities had to be performed through the openings existing in 
tne aforementioned lid (cf. 2.1.2 in fine), at most 120 mm 
diameter noles -and this when tne coolant channel has been 
ful ly w*• thdrawn-. 

3.5 Tne depth to be reached for all those operations was up 10 II 
meters (cf. 2.).4) below the ad hoc work platform installed on 
top of the pressure vessel. 

3.6 Even if a cylindrical shielding was fitted on such work 
platform, radiation doses there were of the order of few mSvh. 

3.7 TV cameras for underwater and high radiation fields -with 
radial lenses when required- and specially developej lighting 
were inserted through those noles. An articulated inspection 
column was also developed to facilitate visualizing through 
"streets" between lines of channels. The observations, being so 
costly in bath dose and time, were monitored but also recorded 
for further analysis. 

4. Repair program. 
4.1 The tune of the repair program was set Oy circumstances mostly 

originated in restrictions derived from our country having 
accumulated a foreign debt of the order of one y r CMP: 
- tne critically unsufficient generating capacity available for 

the national interconnected electrical network; 
- the government economic and financial restrictions imposed 

to CNEA, especially in the availability of foreign currency. 
4.2 « special organizational system within CNEA was set up for 

the emergency. It ensured expediency and efficiency with 
reliability and the necessary broad scope. 
The NPPs Area Management handled the relations with the 
companies which provided equipment and consultancy, 
development, design, fabrication, construct ion and mounting 
services: INUAP, CONUAR. ENACE. NUCLAR, TECHINT, TECNATOM, 
SIEMENS-KUU, SCHILLING, etc. 



Tne owl Management established three task teams: 
- for inspection with underwater TV cameras; 
- for coolant channel disobstruction. cutting, removal and 

replacement; 
- for tool specification, procurement, testing and operator 

training. 
The emphasis on quality assurance and radiation protection was 
strictly maintained. 

2.4.3 Advice and specialized support was provided by members of the 
Research. Development. Engineering, Fuel Clement Engineering 
ana Chemical Processes units of CNEA. by ENACE and in some 
aspects by KUU. 
The most relevant subjects cowered include: 
- point kinetics estimate of the negative reactivity insertion 

associated with the incident (cf. 2.2.1 b ) ; 
- coolant flow into the moderator through a perforation of 

cnannel 1*06 and then in August 11 event (cf. fig. 3>; 
- tnermalhydraut ic analysis of August it event in channel ROfe; 
- coolant channel and guide tube stress analysis, bulging, 

metaiurgical studies and fractomecnanics (cf. 2.3.1 a to f 
and j>; 

- fast neutron flux and fluence estimates for coolant channel 
t ube dose evaIua t i on; 

- breakage simulation of an irradiated channel; 
- analysis of the service conditions of tne nozzle'sleeve fits 

(cf. 2.3.2 in fine); 
- analysis of internals lifetime; 
- subcriticality estimates for the core in cold shut ooun 

condition ana with extracted high burnup fuel elements: 
- physicocnemieal decontamination ; 

- acceptability criteria for irradiated channels; 
- adaptation to CNAI of coolant channels in stock for CNftll. 

the neignbouring NPP under construction; 
- stress analysis in the damaged insulation areas (cf. 2.3.1 9 

ano i ) : 

- benaviour of coolant channels without their foils; 
- structural analysis of the moderator tank with damages in the 

i nsu 1 a t i on p 1 a t es; 
- natural vibration mode analysis of the toroids (cf. 2.3.1 r>); 
- neutron,c analysis ano evaluation of the limitations to the 

operation of CNAI with a significant numoer of coolant 
Channels without fuel; 

- environmental physics studies to verify operating conditions; 
- study of the effects on the reserve reactivity ana the 

discharge fuel but nup of the D20 degradation during the 
diagnosis ana repair activities; 

- evaluation of the effects on the reactivity of the removal of 
tne thermal insulation foil of the coolant cnannels: 

- partial and total coolant flow obstruction of a centrally 
locateo channel: 

- thermalhydrauiic analysis of a flow obstruction in a 
channel, including specific software development; 

- estimates of reactivity and local power bounds resulting from 
the steam void originated in the total obsiruction of a 
coolant channel; 

- maximum operating power for CNAI restart. 

2.4.4 The repair work previous to CNAI restart included! 
- preparation of position «©6 for quick inspections; 
- removal -after cutting if necessary- or fixation of all 

acceslb'e loose parts in tne moderator tank, and cleaning; 
- cutting and removal of the guide tubes W03, WOI, U02 and WOS, 

and pe-manent plugging of their sleeves in tne moderator tank 
bottom; 

- reinstallation of channels, replacement of damaged cnannels 
(cf. 2.3.l c, f and j). 

2.4.5 Complementary repair work for tne next CNAI scheduled outage 
i nc1uded: 
- inspection of areas affected by repair work and improvement 

and completion of it, including removal of remaining loose 
parts in tne moderator tank; 

- cleaning and chemical and mecna.iical decontamination limited 
to components of tne moderator and primary neat transport 
loops where intervention was required; 

- instrument installation in peripheral channels as needed; 
- installation of additional acoustic sensors (cf. 2 . 6 . 7 ) ; 
- cutting and removal of tne remaining guide tubes W04 and U06, 

and permanent plugging of their sleeves in the moderator tank 
bottom; 

- inspection of other areas ano of lower plenum. 

2.4.6 Further improvement and repair work contemplated for later CNAI 
scneejleo outages, probably in conjunction with updating or 
plant lifetime extension activities, includes: 
- installation of an alternative cooling system; 
- substitution of stellite bearings of tne coolant channels by 

others that do not contain cobalt; 
- further cleaning and decontamination of the components of tne 

moderator and primary neat transport loops (thermal ano 
Physicochemical cycling, circulation at nominal flow, 
filtering and partial drainage); 

- if necessary following the tests by F I A T on a prototype with 
solids in suspension, inspection of the moderator commutation 
vaIves. 

- implementation of tne early warning program (cf. 2 . 6 . ) . 

2.S. Tools. 

2.S.1 Tne conceptual definition -ano basic design when needed- of the 
tools required for the repair work was undertaken early. The 
most important conditions included: 
- Transversa! dimensions: at the very most 120 mm (cf. 2 . 3 . 4 ) . 
- Remote control: because of the distances (cf. 2.3.5) and 

appreciable radiation doses (cf. 2.3.6) involved. 
- Precise position and speed control: as required for the work 

to be performed. 
- Power tools: for many operations, because of the relatively 

high efforts required. 
For some time consuming -and hence costly- jobs, a variety of 
tools were made available. So. a previous evaluation was 
required to select the most efficient tool for each particular 
step. 



2.5.2 A list of th« Main tool* -indicating in which job in tne repair 
program tney were used- follows. 
General handling of loos* parts: 
1 mechanical manipulator (INUAP) 
2 universal remote Manipulators icf.2.5.3) 
3 precision manipulators (cf.2.5.5) 
Permanent plugging of the guide tube sleeves in the moderator 
tank oottom: 
4 expansion plugs 
Cutting and removal of guide tubes: 
2 columns and articulated ar«,s <cf.2.5.4> 
i grip for the guide tubes <cf.2.5.4> 
l shears for the guioe tubes (cf.2.5.4) 
1 tool for removing guide tubes (CONUAR) 
1 tool for withdrawing the coolant channel nozzles. 
withdrawal of tne R06 cooiint channel tube lower section: 
1 grip for the coolant channel tubes (cf.2.5.4) 
1 tool for removing the coolant channel tubes (CONUAR) 
Cutting loose plates: 
l pliers for loose plates <cf.2.5.4> 
1 rotary pliers for plates (TECHINT) 
2 shears for plates <CONUAR> 
I hydraulic hollow puncher for plates (CONUAR) 
1 hydraulic puncher for plates (CONUAR) 
Cutting plates attached to the tank wall: 
I P l i e s for plates (TECHINT) 
1 pliers for plates attaches to the tarn wall (cf.2.5.4) 
Cleaning cf the moderator tank bottom: 
1 forced draft system (cf.2.5.6» 
1 tool for transporting the filters (ENACE> 
Other: 
to canisters for loose parts (CONUAR) 
2 tools for nandling cnisters (CONUAR) 
1 canister holder grid (CONUAR) 
l guide tube holder grid (CONUAR) 
5 tool drier heads (TECHINT) 
4 column elevators (TECMINT-INUAP) 
4 hydraulic power supplies for 8. 13 and 23 MP* 
3 underwater TV systems <cf.2.3.7) 
20 weight plugs. 

2.5.3 Tne universal remote manipulator was designed bv CNEA and 
mounted on a vertical rotating axle. Electric motors drive 
shoulder, elbow, wrist and wrist rotation 160 degree movements, 
restricted by an electric travel limiting device. Opening and 
closure of tne jaws art pneumatic. 

2.5.4 Tne column and articulated arm was designed by INvAP. Hydraulic 
cylinders drive shoulder. 90 degree elbow, forearm longitudinal 
and wrist rotation movements. It operates these specialized 
tools: 
- a grip for the coolant channel tubes; 
- shears for fie guide tubes; 
- a grip for ihe guioe tubes; 
- pliers for loos? Plates: 
- pliers for plates attached to the tanv wall. 

2.5.5 The precision manipulator was ba%ed on a snort time delivery, 
electronically controlled, high velocity and precision 
hydraulic model of SCHILLING which was built witn materials apt 
for use in heavy water, it was adapted by mounting it on a 
column. 
When fully extended its lifting capacity is 26 kg. Tr\w grabbing 
strengnt of its 77 mm jaws is 900 N. its rotation capacities 
are: both shoulder (roll) and elbow (pitch), 90 degrees '300 
degree*--*); wrist, 270 degrees (540 degrees'*). Its wrist 
movement capacity is 120 degrees (600 degrees'*). 

2.5.6 The forced draft system was designed by ENACE. It is installed 
as a closed circuit partially contained within the reactor 
pressure vessel, where its discharge pipe enters through the 
C06 coolant channel access. 
Its suction column is mounted in coolant cnanne) locations, tne 
nose with a metallic nozzle being handled with a remotely 
controlled manipulator. The replacement of either the filter in 
the filter holdng column or the hose, is performed with tne 
existing tools for replacing tne coolant channel nozzles. 
The suction column is connected through a flexible pipe to an 
external, canned motor pump; a vacuum gauge mounted en tne 
inlet due indicates the degree of saturation of tne filters. 
Tne system filling and draining is performed witn the existing 
depressurizing systems. 

2.6. Early warning program. 
2.6.1 An early warning program was also established for the sake of 

ensuring prompt detection and adequate interpretation of 
significant symptoms <cf. 2.2.1 and 2.3.2). 
It is expected that the resulting timely corrective action can 
prevent tne need of repairs which, as those reported in tnii 
presentation, can be v»ry costly in dose, time and financial 
resources. 
Such program comprises the Six activities described next. 

2.6.2 Perjooi'. Tv inspections of the internals of the moderator tank: 
A section of coolant channel tuoe was permanently placed in the 
position ROC- to facilitate access of To devices during the CNAI 
scheduled outages icf. fig. I). 
The coolant channels suspected to be bent will be inspected 
inside with miniature underwater TU caneras. 

2.6.3 improvement of the NX failed fuel element detection system: 
Tne NX system (cf. fig. 4) is part of tne equipment provided 
wi th the plant. 
It takes D20 samples from two coolant channels simultaneously, 
and sends them through a multi-channel valve to a Ge (Li) gamma 
detector. Its whole reactor sweeping time is 32 hours, but its 
operation history is poor due to recurrent failures traceable 
to the mechanical complexity of the multi-channel valve or to 
an inadequate flow control detection. For example, when the 
August 1986 incident occured tne NX system was out of service 
due to a failure in tne level regulation of its collecting 
tank . 
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2 6.4 Upgrading of reactor instrumentation present performance tcf. 
'»g. 3>: 
Systematic surveillance of temperature indication ana coolant 
and moderator D20 Itwel measuring systems will assure the 
timely replacement of their defective sensor components. 
The neutron flux in-core va self powered detectors and ex-core 
uncompensated ion chancers will be periodically contrasted 
against fission chambers. 

2.6.5 Permanent partial power indication during operation: 
Early detection of abnormal mixture between moderator ana 
coolant <cf. 2.2.1 0) Mill oe possible through separate 
indications of delivered power from coolant, moderator, coolant 
pumps and moderator pumps: delivered thermal power from 
reactor; and lost power from volume control system and through 
< .isu 1 a t i on. 

2.£.6 Processing of data from all fuel elements on refuelling: 
force values from the elevator mechanism and count rates from 
the sipping circuit of the fuelling machine will be fed into 
the plant computer to trigger an alarm signal when abnormal. 

Tne results of the complete optical inspection in the decay 
pool before final storage of the spent fuel elements will be 
recorded ana processed to generate adequate warnings. 

2.6.7 New detection techniques: 
The mechanical vibration of reactor internals wi I 1 t>e 
continuously followed u»> t>y frequency spectra interpretation. 
Three vibration sensors already installed on the pressure 
vessel walls are usable only during the start up of the main 
coolant pumps bee* :•• of their limited temperature and 
radiation range or operation. 
Special coolant channel upper end plugs (cf. 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 1 
for cables passing through art prepared to istall ENDCVCO 
type 76 tilO accelerometers in the lower torpid <cf. 2.1.5J. 
A loose part detection system is being dev»ivped by CNEA for 
specific use in CNAI. 
Tt.e neutronic flux signals from in- and ex-core detectort (cf. 
fiy. 3) will be connected through gaivenic separators to a 
noise analyxar. 
Later, signals from pressure, temperature ana mechanical 
vibration sensors will be ineorpora;ed. 
Tne noise analyzer will include an analog to digital converter, 
a personal computer, proper software and filtering devices to 
separate the continuous signal. 

2.7.1 Reactor internals planned normalization implied 
- a 17.62 manSv gamma and a 1.87 manSv tritium collective doses 
accumulated in tne 17 months ending on December si, 1989, 

- a direct expense of more than 3,000,000 U* in special 
inspection and repair equipment and 

- null power production for almost seventeen months. 
2.7.2 A succession of tests, reports and approvals by the regulatory 

authority allowed to return to full power operation twenty 
three months after tne incident. 
Operation was restarted en January 9 1990 at 30* of full power 
and: 
- 50* was reached on January 24t 
- 75* on «pr i1 '6: 
- 80* on June IZj 
- 65* or June 22; 
- 90* on June 26; 
- 9SX on July 6 and 
- 100* on July II, 1990. 
leanwhile, only three outages were necessa-y: 
- to repair a valve of the volume regulation system, on 

cebru#ry 25 for nine days (tnis outage was also used for a 
periodic TV inspection, cf. 2.6.2); 

- for another revision of the same valve, on March 14 for three 
days; and 

- to repair a D20 lean at the pressurizer, on nay 9, 1990, for 
eight days. 

Tne result of the verification performed during the annual 
Planned outage (August 26 to September 23. 1990) uas deemed 
sat isfactory. 



OTHER WORK 
Additional heat $in> for PMRs. 
ENACE performed the conceptual design of a heat sink tc be 
connected downstream the steam generators of PwRs (9). The 
function of this subsystem is to alleviate the consequences of 
soie loss of heat rejection events not involving appreciable 
losses of coolant, like a power blackout. 
As it operates by natural convection on a condense!—boiler heat 
exchanger, the proposed heat sink is passive, except for the 
connection to the secondary neat transport system, and for the 
periodic replenishment of the non-pressurized terciary water 
inventory. 
An example has been developed for CNAI, where the proposed heat 
sink and the moderator system appear as alternative emergency 
heat rejection ways. 
Co-mO production in pressure vessel PHUPs-
ENACE proposed irradiating special low U-23S enrichment UOZ 
fuel elements wi*r. one of the 37 rods loaded with natural 
cobalt at CNAI or similar NPPs producing above 40,000 TBq of 
Co-*o per full power year <io). 
Economic feasibility depends on the balance between Co-60 
market value against manufacture cost of the special fuel 
elements and dismounting, fractioning and transporting costs 
for the irradiated cobalt. 
Study of severe accidents in pressure vessel Piiuns. 
ENACE is preparing a study of severe postulated accidents for 
its proposed 3bO Mue pre* --e vessel PHuR ill). 
Main consideration is given to the analysis of tnermo-hydraulic 
and radiologic consequences of core meltdown. The possibility 
of early containment failure does not raise. Without any timely 
counteraeasures. after 13 days the containment rupture pressure 
would be reached, but all short lived fission products woul£ 
have decayed and most radioactive liquid aî d solid particles 
settled down. 
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